A story about Satellites, Galaxies and Stars

Christof Devriendt
• The Erasmus Mundus Action IV: 

*Enhancing attractiveness*

• projects relating to the promotion of European higher education to the world,

• projects designed to improve the accessibility of European higher education, to facilitate mobility to Europe for third-country students, or to improve the services relating to overseas students,

• projects designed to analyse trends in, and evolution of, higher education in an international perspective,
Final Report of the VICTORIOUS Project

STUDENT MOBILITY IN A DIGITAL WORLD
“In general information provision by universities towards visiting students is weak. It is hard to find, often in the local language and there is insufficient focus on the needs of the visiting students.”
“Most university International Relations Offices considered that they had good websites, although this is not a view born out by our student data.”
“Many universities need to significantly upgrade their information provision.”

“Many universities need to significantly reconsider their information provision strategies.”
Vision on EHE Information Platform
Aim I

Creation of a University Satellite
Goal 1: Collecting and distributing Formal Information in a common way

Information on:
- International Masters
- Course descriptions
- Research Topics
ESN İstanbul

Duyurular

Ücretsiz Kapadokya Gezisi!

Merhaba


Devamı

Olsa da Devamı
Poll
Who is your phone-operator?
- Proximus: 60%
- Base: 8%
- Mobistar: 18%
- Other: 2%
Total votes: 64
add new comment older polls

ESN International News
- The Treasure Hunt
- Are you ready for the third issue?
- An Award for you
- Survey: live and work abroad
- Do you want to be an ESN Journalist?

News
Erasmus Belgium Community
Being Erasmus is having fun, making friends and discovering life! Live your Erasmus! Blog, make friends, share videos, pictures and music. Visit the Belgium Erasmus Community:
http://www.ersamusbelgium.be
Read more »

ESNOW 2008 Ski trip
ESN Brussels is going skiing together with the rest of ESN Belgium, Germany, the U.K. and the Netherlands
Read more »

Enhancing student mobility in a digital world:
This Seminar in Warsaw starting Thursday 11 October until 12 October will be attended by your NR. ESN, represented by Christof, has the honour to make a presentation about the most recent developments regarding the ESN Galaxy project. Read more »

ESN News from around Belgium
- ESN Antwerpen - French Kiss Pub - Sports
- ESN Gent - Registration for the weekend! Sunday 17th at 21:00 @ Postkar
- ESN Gent - Low Countries Studies 2008 - register NOW
- ESN Leuven-la-Haye - Erasmus Belgium Community
- ESN Brussels - Erasmus Belgium Network

Partners

Proximus

Vierick Management School
Goal 2: Collecting and distributing Informal Information

Support Development 2.0: Using the Web to Put Students in Control and Co-Create Better, Richer Student Mobility Faster

Web 2.0 App
- reuse and extension (mashups, widgets, add-ons, etc.)

Support
- User Controlled Elements
  - Features and capabilities
  - User data and contributions
  - Community and support
  - User feedback (Rating, Rankings, Reviews, Comments)

Services
- Institutionally Controlled Elements
  - Architecture of Participation
  - Governance and constraints

Institution
- Key Outcome
  - Control over increasing mass of hard to recreate data ("collective intelligence")

Creator → Mediator, Facilitator
Aim III

Creation of a University Galaxy

Supports: Accessibility and comparability of information.
Visualizes and promotes the EHE, allows to analyze trends
The University Galaxy
Scattered Information on the net
Galaxy fits the pieces
Aim III

Collecting Stars

Supports: promoting mobility and the EHE
Students are Stars
Experiences

My Erasmus: I had a fantastic time :-) 

Shared by: Thomas
Erasmus Trip: Wurzburg → Aberystwyth
It was: 2006

Hi together,

First of all, this is a great page, interesting for former Erasmus students and important for future Erasmus students! 😊 Basically, I don't have any doubts that everybody who seriously thinks about going abroad will decide to stay in his or her country after reading just a few of the comments here 😄. Definitely not after reading THIS comment 😚...

I've been to Aberystwyth in Wales, Great Britain, Europe for two semesters, September 2005 till June 2006 - and it was (so far 😎) the best time in my life 😊!</ref>

Why this? Was it due to the fact that you can study a language simply alongside? Is it due to the fact that you meet fantastic people and that you have the most enjoyable time to ever have? Is it because you have a nice stay in a country without any borders? Is it because you get the possibility to have so many exciting experiences and friendships? Is it due to the fact that you get the possibility to have a nice stay in a country without any borders? Is it due to the fact that you have the most enjoyable time ever? Is it due to the fact that you meet fantastic people and that you have the most enjoyable time ever? Is it due to the fact that you get the possibility to have so many exciting experiences and friendships? Is it due to the fact that you get the possibility to have a nice stay in a country without any borders? Is it due to the fact that you have the most enjoyable time ever? Is it due to the fact that you meet fantastic people and that you have the most enjoyable time ever? Is it due to the fact that you get the possibility to have so many exciting experiences and friendships?